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John Ashbery 

A Worldly Country 

 

Worldly Country Imagine a day where complete chaos has run 
over the world.  Not a violent apocalypse, but a day of complete 
inexplicable weirdness. But just One Day of it. The next day,          
everything’s back to normal. What caused that day? And what        
happened during it? Will we ever know how it got back to normal? 

To Be Affronted (directly from the text of the poem): Imagine a 
movie that is the same/as someone’s life, same length, same ratings./Now 
imagine you are in it, playing the second lead,/a part actually more     
important than the principals’./How do you judge when it’s more than/
half over? 

Streakiness Imagine that it’s not people who prefer to go out in 
good weather, but weather conditions that prefer to come out only 
for certain people. What’s their criteria? Do clouds have a different 
agenda than the wind? 

Feverfew (directly from the text): What if we are all ignorant of all 
that has happened to us? 

Opposition To A Memorial Describe, in detail, the quality of an 
intangible concept. For example, what would “I can’t find my         
cellphone” look like if it were a house. How would you envision 
“How am I going to explain this to my mother?” 

For Now Forgive yourself for something you did out of ignorance. 
Still keep yourself accountable, and lay out a way you can, in some 
way, account for that mistake. 

Image Problem:  If your life was a novel, let’s assume it was divided 
up into chapters. Where does your fist chapter end? Why there? 

Litanies: Make a short list. A list of days, or seasons, or flavors in a 
single packet of Skittles. Something manageable. Now decide which 
of those things is The Best of them, and offer that thing praise, and 
excuse it any shortcomings it might have. 

Like A Photograph: Everyone reading this has, at some point 
tripped, and then carried on as if nothing had happened. If you 
have mobility issues, maybe your transport stopped working. 



A Kind Of Chill: Even non-human animals must get bored of their 
jobs from time to time. Narrate a nature documentary of an animal 
with ennui. 

One Evening, A Train: Dismiss someone or something from your 
presence. Let it know, in no uncertain terms that they/it is not only 
no longer needed, but no longer allowed near you. 

Mottled Tuesday:  Something is about to go horribly wrong at a 
grocery store or retail establishment. Watch it unfold. Tell us about 
it. 

Old Style Plentiful: Passive Aggressive Notes was a popular website 
about a decade ago. Write an extremely passive aggressive ode to 
something or someone you like, but which is driving you crazy.  

Well-Scrubbed Interior: Is there a part of you that you feel is        
understaffed? Maybe your temper could use more employees, or 
your heart needs a new manager. Write a want-ad to fill the             
positions you can afford to fill. 

Cliffhanger: In all plays, even Hamlet, the scenery/is the best 
part. Describe the scenery in your favorite play, movie or book.   
Focus on the scenery. If you can somehow make that tell the story 
without using any dialog or describing people’s actions or             
motivations, then you are a true professional. 

The Ecstasy: If history was a single building, what would it look 
like? Would you want to stay there? For how long? 

Filigrane: Give an evacuation order for part of your past. Explain 
how it will benefit from leaving you. If the spirit moves you, give it 
conditions for the possibility of its return. 

Ukase: Write a celebration of nature using a thesaurus for at least 
1/3rd of the words in the poem. You don’t have to slot the frilliest 
words, just the vocabulary you wouldn’t commonly chisel. 

Casuistry: What would happen if morning didn’t come when it 
was expected? What would come in its place? How would you          
handle it? 

 

 



Andante Favori:  The end of summer can be a depressing time, 
particularly when you’re a kid and have to say goodbye to all of 
your summer friends (or are summer friends mostly a construct of 
living in a seasonal economy tourist trap?).  Tell us about how the 
change of a season affected your emotional well being.  

 



Kaveh Akbar’s  

Calling A Wolf A Wolf 

Soot In religious lore and mythological fables, there are often stories of 
gods coming to Earth in disguise to learn more about humanity. If you 
were a god, what disguise would you use, and how do you believe this 
would help you discover more about us oh so interesting creatures?       
Alternately, if you were Not The Least Bit Interested In Humans, what 
would you hope to learn during your time on Earth? 

Wild Pear Tree It’s been January for months in both directions is an            
incredible first line for a poem. For me, Augusts are the interminable 
months of the year. Is there a month for you that seems to go              
spectacularly bad (or, if you’re feeling hopeful, a month that goes             
splendidly) each year? Tell us why, and how you would either choose to 
make it stop, or to make it stretch on forever. 

Wild Pear Tree Akbar also discusses sliding into a bathtub filled with 
pears as if into a mound of jewels. Center a poem around an unusual 
physical situation, and try and provide the reader with a thoroughly   
unexpected tactile comparison that makes more and more sense each 
time you read it. 

3. Do You Speak Persian? Is there a language you studied or learned 
when you were younger that you no longer use on an even semi-regular 
basis? If so, what words do you remember? What words do you wish you 
still had easy access to? 

Yeki Bood Yeki Nabood every day someone finds what they need/in someone 
else  Who was not just important to you but necessary to who you were 
when you were younger. What is your relationship to that person now? 

Portrait Of The Alcoholic With Home Invader And Housefly It can be 
difficult/ telling the size of something/ when it’s right above you — the average/ 
cumulus cloud weighing as much/ as eighty elephants. Using very precise        
images, explain something seemingly or actually intangible you                
previously misunderstood but now are comfortably knowledgeable 
about. For example, peoples’ ages, physical distance, the transition from 
liquid to gas, etc. 

 

 



Recovery What do you believe should have killed you? Don’t tell us how 
you survived or what you will do now that you’ve lived through it.         
Merely describe the situation and sensations before you knew you were 
going to live through it. 

Drinkaware Self-Report Find a very brief  (ten questions or less) quiz 
designed for self-help or accountability. Rather than answering the         
questions literally, tell a brief anecdote that you feel answers the         
question better than a yes, nor or quantifiable answer. 

Calling A Wolf A Wolf (Inpatient) envy is the only deadly sin that’s no fun 
for the sinner  Write from the perspective of someone who’s envious of 
something you have achieved. Do not judge them for their envy. 

Stop Me If You’ve Heard This One Before What trivial things do you 
remember that have, in no way, benefitted you? What information that 
you wish you’d retained, do you think it has replaced? 

Portrait Of The Alcoholic With Withdrawal Start a poem with the  
following ghost line: everyone wants to know/ what I saw on the long walk/ 
away from you 

Some Boys Aren’t Born They Bubble Humans dance uniquely. I mean 
that other animals seem to mostly dance with purpose. They have a go-to 
move for mating, or for fighting. There seems to be an infinite amount 
of ways a human can dance, and it’s not always (sometimes, sure, but not 
often) clear what their motivation is. Tell us the story of a particular 
dance. 

Heritage Penance is both a religious and secular oddity. We punish    
ourselves or others in a way that usually benefits neither us nor the     
person being punished. This is a strictly human behavior that defies   
logic. When did you punish someone (or something...say if you smacked 
a computer that wasn’t working fast enough, or kicked a chair because 
you stubbed your toe on it) in a way that, in retrospect, didn’t help either 
of you. When were you punished in that fashion? 

Milk Despite the weird resurgence of Flat Earthers, our planet is still 
round. Yet creatures moving across the ground, through the water, and 
in the sky, appear to be moving in straight lines. What illusion most   
perplexes you, even though you are fully aware that it’s an illusion?



Portrait Of The Alcoholic With Doubt And Kingfisher Faith is a story/ 
about people totally unlike you/ building concrete walls around their beds. If 
you are a person whose life is faith based, tell us a story about something 
you did in defiance of faith. If you are someone who does not tend to 
make decisions based on faith, tell us about a time when faith played an 
unlikely role. 

Desunt Nonnula What were your favorite words growing up? Even if 
you didn’t know what they meant, what words did you use so frequently, 
they could have been your catch phrase on a terrible sitcom? 

Learning To Pray So much of who we are as children is mirroring 
adults’ behavior. If you can remember such a time, tell us about it. If 
not, have you ever seen another child mirroring an adult? How did that 
affect you? 

Portrait of The Alcoholic Three Weeks Sober Imagine being the sand 
forced to watch the silt dance/ in the Nile. Imagine being the oil boiling 
away an entire person.  Become a specific body of liquid, whether the 
last drop of gasoline spilling from the pump into the tank of a car, or 
the remnant of a rainstorm. 

Supplication With Rabbit Skull And Bouquet Ghost line prompt: I’m 
growing into my science 

Exciting The Canvas Write a deconstruction of the words light and      
shadow. 

 A Boy Steps Into The Water Attraction to something non-traditional 
always seems dangerous, whether its lust for a person, desire for an item 
of clothing we can’t afford, drive to play a video game that would           
definitely make us late to work. Focus on something you want but don’t 
need, and, in fact, will never get. Forget why it wouldn’t work out, just 
tell us about the experience of wanting it. 

Wake Me Up When It’s My Birthday Keep a soul open and it’s bound/ to 
fill up with scum.  If we don’t grow as people, we become terrible. There is 
a reason why calling an adult “infantile” is not a compliment. Why we 
dislike grown adults who have tantrums. Why we dislike the desire       
inside us to throw a tantrum when things don’t go our way. It’s cathartic 
to wail and rattle our limbs, but it never solves anything, so, when we 
adult properly, we use the language and logic we lacked as children. 
What part of yourself do you fear becoming stagnant? How are you 
working to change it?  



Richard Blanco’s      

Looking For The Gulf Motel 

 

Looking For The Gulf Motel What’s the first vacation you remember 
taking with your family? How did you feel at the beginning of it? Does it 
in any way reflect the way you feel about your family now? 

The Name I Wanted What’s the origin of your nickname? How do you 
feel about people who share your nickname? More or less of a kinship 
than the people who share your birth name? 

Betting On America Have you ever bet on something that you        
probably shouldn’t have? Maybe it felt inappropriate to bet on a certain 
event, or maybe you decided to bet on something that you were           
woefully ignorant about. How did it turn out for you? 

Tia Margartia Johnson’s House In Hollywood Do you remember a  
particular house from your childhood other than your own? It could be 
a house from TV (Blanco talks about The Brady Bunch house), one of 
your friends’, or a relative’s. Did you compare it to your own house? 
Did you want to live there more than you wanted to return home? 

Cousin Consuelo On Piano Write about a song you irrationally hate. 

500 AM In Cuba Ghost Line: I have nothing I want, but everything I need 

Playing House With Pepin Do you remember the first time you  
playacted a gender you were not born into? How did people react to it? 
How did it make you feel? 

Abuelo In A Western Have you ever seen a relative or someone you 
care about watching TV with you, and realize they are coming to that 
show from a completely different place?  

The Port Pilot How do your parents’ occupations speak to who they 
are as people? 

My Brother On Mt. Barker Write about what one of your siblings (or a 
lost love or far away friend) is doing right now. Unless it’s sleeping. Or, 
ok, fine, you can write about how they sleep, provided they sleep in an 
interesting fashion. 

 



Papa At The Kitchen Table Begin a poem looking at an actual            
photograph of someone in your life. Zoom out. 

Love As If Love Have you ever been in a relationship with             
someone you knew you didn’t have feelings for, even though they 
clearly had feelings for you. Looking back, how do you feel about 
that? 

Killing Mark Sometimes when there is too much quiet or too 
much noise, we imagine terrible things happening to the people we 
love. Not things we want to happen. Things we fear will happen or 
have already happened. How do you get yourself out of those 
thoughts? Can you   imagine a way to keep them from happening? 

Cooking With Mama In Maine Sharing a kitchen with family or 
people we love can either be incredibly therapeutic or absolutely 
maddening. Write about a memorable experience cooking with a 
loved one, or watching them cook. If possible, write about one  
positive experience and one negative. Now remove yourself from 
both experiences and imagine the positive experience sharing a 
kitchen with the negative experience. How do they interact? 

Unspoken Elegy For Tia Cucha Were you ever forced, as a child, 
or as a significant other to give a gift to someone when you didn’t 
feel comfortable giving a gift? How did that go? 

Since Unfinished What’s a poem or piece of writing you keep  
coming back to you? Is it possible to put it to rest? 



Lucille Clifton 

Book Of Light 

 

Light Begin with one word, using a thesaurus or your own intuition 
branch out from synonyms to the mythology of the word. 

Climbing Have you ever felt that other people have defined you by your 
hair? Or have you defined yourself by your hair? 

Daughters What does the origin of your name say about the person you 
have become? Anything? 

Thel Ghost line: amid the sweet broken bodies/of birds. 

For Roddy Remember a time when someone you trusted hurt you 
so irreparably that you cut off contact. How would your relationship 
have moved forward if that incident hadn’t happened but had only    
Almost happened? 

The Woman You Are Accustomed To What do the people in your 
dreams wear? 

Here Yet Be Dragons What fell off the edge of the world when it was 
still a flat thing? 

The Earth Is A Living Thing If the Earth was a living thing, what would 
it be? How would it live? 

If I Should You are a goddamned superhero. You. Right now. You don’t 
have to imagine it. It’s true. But if you’re a superhero, what is your secret 
identity like? 

Note Passed To Superman What was destroyed so that you could lead 
the life you’re currently living? Probably not a planet, but maybe a       
sibling’s ability to afford college? A parent’s job?  

Far Memory Ghost line: My knees recall pockets/worn into the stone floor 

Brothers A conversation between God and an aged Lucifer where only 
one of their voices is heard in the poem.  



Wanda Coleman 

Bathwater Wine 

 

Firesong, 1964 Choose a historical figure who you associate with a  
color. Deconstruct both the color and the historical figure, and see 
if you can intertwine the deconstructions. 

Mojave Winter How are your clothes like punctuation or pieces of 
grammar?  

A Rage Revivified I don’t know how many types of knots there are. 
It’s probably finite. But there are knots to tie shoes, knots to dock 
boats, knots to braid friendship bracelets, knots for ties, so many, 
many knots. Focus on one type of knot. What is it supposed to do? 
What tasks would it not be good for? Is there a weight to the knot 
that would cause you not to use it? 

Provisos Ghost Line: when the book is closed/the words starve 

Bad Eyes & The Wrong Prescription There are shoes built for 
certain dances. There are clothes that evoke certain styles of music. 
Which type of clock is in a person’s work or home speaks volumes. 
Build a correlation between an item of clothing or an appliance 
and how it  relates to a person or a type of art. 

Essay On Language (5) Logorrhea is speech that is so repetitious 
that it becomes incoherent. Incoherent speech repeating itself not 
for purpose but for repetitiveness’ sake. Everything speech repeated 
until its purpose is incoherent. Incoherent everything. Repetitive 
speech for purposes’ sake. Use logorrhea for your own purpose. 
Repurpose repetition for the sake of incoherent speech. Speech the 
purpose’s repetition for speech’s sake. 

Dangerous Subject How do you prepare to keep yourself safe when 
you walk into a situation you suspect will be dangerous? This can 
be the type of attire/equipment you use before climbing or riding a 
bike, or can relate to how you prepare to avoid a difficult              
conversation.



I Imagine The Angels Of Rage Find a poem with a very distinctive 
form. Unapologetically steal the form for your own poem (but  
credit the poet you stole it from). Decide whether there are parts of 
the form you can strip away until the poem is solidly your own, or 
if you like it as is, in which case, always refer to it as “(Title Of      
Poem) after (Poet’s Name) (Original Poem Title)”. 

Regurgitations Think of a story you heard in your life from several 
different sources. Maybe a friend’s parents were divorced, and the 
friend, the parents, the neighbors, and your own parents all had 
wildly different explanations for it. Maybe a favorite teacher         
disappeared from your town, and the school wouldn’t talk about it, 
so the kids all made up their own mythology. Tell us all the             
different versions of this story you heard. Make up some of your 
own, while you’re at it. 

Love Bandit (2) Write a series of half pick-up lines or backhanded 
compliments. Interweave them into new meanings. For example 
“You must be tired because I can see my reflection in them.” or “If 
I were a watermelon you’d be the best a man can get.” 

Espantelepsis We’re all going to die eventually. (Eeyore face)        
Imagine there is an afterlife that allows you to see the places and 
people you left behind. Except you have no concept of how much 
time has passed since your death and when you are seeing them 
again. How does this affect you? 

Sunset Liana Describe your relationship with someone using only 
physical objects you’ve shared. You can talk about a bed you 
shared, but not what you did in it. A kitchen table but not what 
you said at it. Your DNA but not what you’ve done with it. 

Woman Alone But Not Lonely There are people who make food 
using highly detailed recipes, and those who just wing it. If you are 
a recipe person, describe an event in your life where you               
uncharacteristically winged it. If you’re a winger, describe           
something that you absolutely have to plan out before you attempt 
it. 

Marriage By Capture Write a dialog about sex, in which neither 
person mentions sex, but that is clearly what they’re discussing. 

The Ron Narrative Deconstructions Ghost Line: I called the wind. 
It called back 



Negative Portions So many poems are heartache. The lover that 
ripped my heart out. You tore out my heart. There’s a hole where 
my heart used to be. Etcetera ad nauseum. Ok. So let’s say        
someone did tear out your heart. Did they replace with it anything? 
Did something grow their of its own accord? Don’t let that space 
remain hollow, tell us what is there now that the heart is absent. 

I Died With My First Blow & Was Reborn Wrong Remember 
that part where we all die. This time, let’s say that reincarnation is 
real. But that you can see what your next self is doing. And they are 
FUCKING it up. Address them. Tell them how you would do       
better. 

Intruder Break into someone else’s poem or collection of poetry.         
Rearrange things so that they’re more to your liking. Leave. What 
have you brought back with you? 



Tony Hoagland 

Sweet Ruin 

 

Perpetual Motion Many writers I know, and several non-writers, 
often fight their urge for wanderlust. To drive aimlessly, to        
schedule a poetry tour that they know won’t make them money, to 
follow a band around the nation, to find cheap airfare and fly off 
to a country in which they don’t even know the common language. 
What inspires your wanderlust? Do you fight it and win? Do you 
have a good on-the-road story? Does wanderlust not affect you   
directly, but influences the life of someone you care about? Tell us 
about it. 

Poem For Men Only Masculinity is tough, huh? Between Mens’ 
Rights Activists, and the men who struggle against that stereotype, 
your average open mic listener has spent entirely too much time 
listening to men talk about masculinity. So take a break for this 
prompt. Write about a female or non-binary inventor. If you are 
female or non-binary, write it however you wish. If you’re male 
identified, then completely remove yourself from the poem. Don’t 
talk about how the female or non-binary inventor inspired you or 
changed your life or what her love life was like, write a list poem 
about them, or find an angle that never mentions the inventor’s 
beauty or courage. Tell us about the invention. Try to avoid      
mentioning men at all. 

Oh Mercy Writing on the moon is So 20th Century. If you wanted 
to use a legendary, non-traditional way to send a message to          
someone, how would you do it? No, not by using The Internet or 
television, Mitch. Give us something as big and attractive as the 
moon. 

My Country If you’re American, what horrible but very American 
thing have you done in your life? If you hail from another country, 
what thing have you done that’s considered a negative stereotype of 
someone from your nation. 

One Season What’s the worst thing a friend has ever called you? 
Why did it bother you? Were you able to keep being friends? 
 



The Delay Let this set of lines from the poem serve as your          
inspiration: some of us would rather die than change. We love/ what will 
destroy us/ as a shortcut through this world/ which would bend and break 
us slowly/ into average flesh and blood./ I close the book and listen to the 
noises/ of an ordinary night. 

Sweet Ruin What’s the most destructive thing you’ve ever done 
that you’re willing to talk about in public? Tell us the story with a 
particular focus on the images and environment around you, rather 
than the just the emotions and rationalizations. 

Proud Apart from the incident from the last prompt, what’s your 
biggest regret? Does it speak to the sort of person you are? Again, 
tell the story with a focus on the details of the physical place 
around you, rather than what was going through your mind or 
heart. 

Second Nature Surely, we’ve heard people talk about what they 
were in past lives. And, sure, reincarnation seems just as realistic as 
either an afterlife or a void of existence. But forget about your         
reincarnated past. Tell the world about your future lives. What will 
you do? Will it be reward or penance for the life you’re living now? 

Carnal Knowledge In his poem, Tony Hoagland talks about being 
18 and kissing a girl who’d just had his penis in her mouth, and 
how that changed his perception of the world. by now you were begin-
ning to suspect/ that everyone/ lives a secret life of acts/ they never adver-
tised Did you have a moment like this? What was it? When did it 
happen to you? Feel free to approach the poem with as much       
adolescent melodrama as possible. 

The Question There’s a set of lines in this poem anything can be 
explained./ The shape of apples, for example,/ by their love of travel. Tell 
us about a property of an inanimate object that we’ve likely never 
considered. How did it get that way? Is there a purpose to it? Be as 
surreal or ridiculous as the subject asks of you. 

A Dowry Naming things is such a powerful aphrodisiac or weapon. 
Spend some time renaming things that surround you as you write. 
It’s like that old meme where they call raccoons “trash pandas” or 
snakes “nope ropes”. Or it’s like that time your friend had a         
nervous breakdown and started naming walnuts after all of his exes 
before he smashed them with a hammer. 



You’re The Top Do you have a favorite song lyric that sort-of but 
not-quite rhymes (mine is The Dresden Dolls “I didn’t think so” 
and “I’m still convincable” from Coin-Operated Boy)? Why does it 
work for you? Find something non-traditional in a poem or song 
that you enjoy. Be it a weird rhyme scheme, an image that makes 
no sense, or a bizarre form. Tell us why you love it. 

Two Shades Of Orange Describe your higher power as a city or 
village or island or neighborhood that you love. 

Doing This When have you crossed the line with someone you 
care about? It can be something as small as passive-aggressive silence 
or as large as you’re comfortable presenting to an audience. Don’t 
excuse yourself for it. Hold your past self-accountable, and try and 
convince said past self to do something, anything other than the 
terrible thing you’ve done. 

The Word Y’all this prompt isn’t about the poem. In my              
purchased-used copy this book by Tony Hoagland, after the poem 
by Tony Hoagland, someone has written Tony Hoagland’s name. 
Lest some errant reader of this book be confused, almost halfway 
through the collection, as to who wrote it. Where do you fall on 
the overexplainer/over-explained-to spectrum? How does this affect 
your life? 

Volunteer Create a statement about your relationship to your 
country, as seen through the lense of your favorite music. 
 
In The Land Of Lotus Eaters How  does a specific classic fable or 
mythological story relate to your oh so modern life? 

The Collaboration Find a friend who has read a book that was  
important to you. Together, write about whether or not the book is 
important to the world at large. (If said friend isn’t a writer, just 
have a conversation, and use their words, with attribution, of 
course, in your poem/story.) 

History Of Desire Tell the world what you thought “the world” 
was like when you were seventeen. Don’t correct that view or         
apologize for it. 

 

 



Properly I frequently have to stop myself from just suggesting 
“write a love poem where you donm’t objectify the person/thing 
you love” over and over again. So this time, I’ll say, write a love  
poem to a person or tangible thing. Use only scientific language. 
Instead of objectifying it/them, classify it/them. Their beauty is 
irrelevant. Their mechanics is what we’re interested in hearing 
about. 

Men And Women Who has been wrong to be in love with you? 
Why? How? Don’t try and change that person’s mind, just explain 
their incorrectness to a third party. (Us.) 

Travellers Ok, fine. Love love love. Love love love. Tell us about 
the word love. Tell us about the feeling of love. Tell us about the 
allure of love. Use lovey language to love the love out of love. But 
don’t attach it to an object. Forget who or what you love, just talk 
about how great love is. Ok? 

Geography Describe the moments just before you sleep or just after 
you wake. 

A Love Of Learning “Affection by association”. You start to love a 
thing because someone you love or admire loves that thing. Maybe 
it’s a band, a sport, a writer, a color, the temperature. Write about 
a time you discovered your love of a thing was steeped in someone 
else’s enjoyment of said thing. 

Paradise Start a poem with an unusual item of clothing. See where 
it takes you. 

Ducks The next time youre in a waiting room (hospital, dentist, 
podiatrist, massage therapist, reiki practicioner, job interviewer, 
etc.), check out the art. Ust it as inspiration for an ekphrasis. If 
you’re perfectly healthy, and don’t want to hang out in a waiting 
room, there are airports and fast food restaurants you can go in and 
enjoy inoffensive art for free. 

All Along The Watchtower Watch a recording of your favorite 
video or concert. Strip the music and lyrics away. Tell us everything 
else about the performance. The physicality of the performers. The 
stage dressing. The lighting. The audience. 

 

 



Emigration Very few people enjoy getting old or getting sick.  
Without mentioning the physical effects, what is that experience 
like for you? 

Threshold. Every poet talks about bodies as landscapes. Find        
another way to describe your own or another person’s bodies.          
Preferably, not someone you’re currently in love with. 

Safeway Let’s go back to age seventeen again. Or some age that is 
important to you. Find a single moment that sticks in your mind 
about being that age. Document that moment as though nothing is 
wrong, then give us a classic swerve in the last stanza, letting us 
know what was really happening, that you weren’t aware of at the 
time. 

Smoke Address one of your faults like the old friend that it is, and 
strike up as a casual conversation. 

Astrology Alright, look. Everyone’s going to write a poem that   
involves the stars at some point. Invent some constellations. NOT 
OF YOUR LOVER’S FRECKLES. Tell another person in your 
poem what those constellations mean. 

In Gratitude For Talk Find a line in a poem that you wish you 
could talk to the author about. Imagine how that conversation 
would go. 

A Change In Plans Give an alternate theory of how a non-human 
animal evolved. Never mention humans. Make it obviously about 
humans. 



Doriane Laux 

The Book Of Men 

 

Staff Sgt. Mertz Have you ever hated someone for something they 
have no control over? How do you forgive them for that? How do 
you forgive yourself for allowing that hate inside you? 

A Short History Of The Apple Dorianne Laux goes all-in                 
describing an overwhelming amount of times the image of an apple 
shoes up in our mythology. Pick a symbol that appears frequently 
in religious and secular mythology. Go bananas on showing its  
importance. 

Bakersfield 1969 Ghost line: I didn’t know I didn’t know anything yet 

Mick Jagger (World Tour 2008) Find two youtube videos of your 
favorite performer from two very different points in their career. 
How are they different? How are they similar? Which is your           
favorite? 

Juneau What’s your commute from work to home like? 

Learning To Drive How did you learn to drive? 

Superman What does your favorite superhero do to relax? Your 
favorite real hero? 

Monks In The Grand Chartreuse There is an audience watching 
you all the time. Like you’re the goddamned Truman Show. What 
is your audience like? Do you enjoy knowing they’re there? 

Homicide Detective: A Film Noir Tell a story where pretty much 
the entire set dressing is smells in place of visuals or emotional  
triggers. 

Mine Own Phil Levine If your muse had physical attributes, what 
would they be? For the purpose of this exercise, your muse isn’t the 
subject of your writing but the general feeling of inspiration that 
gets you writing.  

 

 

https://www.poets.org/poetsorg/poem/short-history-apple
http://sleepwalking.nu/post/55473501921/i-used-to-visit-a-boy-in-bakersfield-hitchhike
http://diodepoetry.com/v2n1/content/laux_d.html
https://orionmagazine.org/poetry/juneau-spring/
http://wwnorton.tumblr.com/post/5582891538/learning-to-drive
http://www.thescreamonline.com/poetry/poetry7-4/laux.html
http://doriannelaux.com/monks
http://writersalmanac.publicradio.org/index.php?date=2011/03/30
http://www.valpo.edu/vpr/lauxmine.html


The Beatles Everyone loves to scapegoat poor Yoko Ono for the 
downfall of The Beatles, but surely there were other factors at play. 
Find a relationship in your life where you have always blamed a 
certain person, thing, or event for the breakup. Go back and           
consider, what if it was something else.  It’s totally acceptable to 
discover, through this exercise, that you were right all along. 

Foster Child “I didn’t know our family owned a _____ until...” 

Fog Create an abbreviated highlight reel of a universe in just one 
page of writing. 

Dog Moon  Why do dogs howl at the moon? Why do(n’t) you? 

To Kiss Frank Who or what do you think of when you are being 
kissed by the wrong person? 

Roots Ghost Line: Who among us/wouldn’t give a year or more/to lean 
against the wind and gaze down into the void?”  

http://writersalmanac.publicradio.org/index.php?date=2011/03/13
http://svnsnap.mfa.cyke.net/work.php?work=child
http://www.versedaily.org/2011/fog.shtml
http://www.versedaily.org/2009/dogmoon.shtml
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems-and-poets/poems/detail/58686
https://orionmagazine.org/poetry/roots/


Ada Limón 

Bright Dead Things 

 

How To Triumph Like A Girl Ada Limón prefers lady horses to 
guy horses. I prefer medium and large dogs to small dogs. Do you 
have a specific preference that isn’t rooted in prejudice against the 
other option(s)? 

During The Impossible Age Of Everyone What place is the most 
important place to you in the world? Not necessarily your home but 
a place that you would gladly spend a great deal of time in, even if 
you associate it with painful memories. What was that place like 
before you were born? After you were born but before you found 
yourself there? Forget how the place changed you, did you change 
the place? What do you hope it will be like in the future? 

The Last Move Moving from home to home, city to city can be 
traumatic for anyone. Or it can be a hugely positive force of change 
in your life. Citing a specific move, or moves, explain how you get 
comfortable making a place your own. What things can you not 
imagine ever getting used to? Did you eventually? 

Mowing What’s your favorite activity that most people label a 
chore? Why do you enjoy it? Can you imagine other people            
enjoying it as much as you? 

The Rewilding Ghost Lines: There remains the mystery of how the pu-
pil devours/so much bastard beauty. Abandoned property.///This land 
and I are rewilding. Describe yourself as a landscape. How have you 
changed/are you changing? 

The Good Wave Sometimes watching a sporting event, a movie, or 
a concert can be disappointing. If you’re fortunate enough to be 
with family or friends, or acquaintances who have the potential to 
become friends, you might find conversations to divert yourself 
from boredom or impending mild sadness. What are these things 
you talk about? Why do you think they unite you?



Down Here Different regions of the world, or the nation you live 
in, or the state/province you grew up in, or even the neighborhood 
where you were raised, have different colloquialisms. Describe your 
first encounter with a phrase that you either embraced in your        
vernacular, or else absolutely loathe, and refuse to ever say. 

How Far Away We Are Oh, the weather. Sometimes it’s too hot to 
even consider going outside and moving. Sometimes it’s too cold to 
fathom going outside at all. But we do. We throw on layers of 
clothes and trek to our jobs, or we pack our bathing suits and 
breezy shirts and head out to a lake, a beach, some shady park, an 
air conditioned movie theater. Why do you brave the elements 
when you could just stay at home and regulate your temperature to 
the best of your ability? Or do you? Have there been times when 
you’ve stayed at home while the people you care about folly into 
extreme weather? Or are there times when your friends or family 
think you’re crazy because the weather doesn’t affect you the way it 
affects them? Talk about the weather and whether you choose to let 
it control you. 

The Quiet Machine I have a friend who I very much care about 
who rarely responds to texts, calls, or e-mails. Not just with me (I 
can take a hint, Frank!) but with everyone. But, in person, they  
only stop talking to engage in active listening. This dichotomy of 
their level of communication can be extremely frustrating, even 
when you think you’ve gotten used to it. What is your stillness like? 
When do you go quiet? Or do you feel you’re mostly quiet? In that 
case, what makes you get loud? 

I Remember The Carrots Kids are socially stupid. It’s inherent. 
Even your genius niece, who gets along so well with other children 
as soon as she meets them, messes up occasionally. We need to be 
taught the nuances of how to be considerate people. Tell about a 
time when you were small and did something wrong, and were 
caught and scolded for it. Did you rebel against this idea? Defend 
your actions? Cry? Promise yourself you’d never do anything like it 
again? Have you done anything like it again? Now that you are         
older, have you ever been the person who witnesses and must deal 
with the repercussions of a child’s social error? Did it remind you 
of your own mistakes? Did you factor this into how you interacted 
with the child? Do you wish you’d done it differently? 



The Tree Of Fire Have you ever been in a place that you frequently 
inhabit/travel to, and suddenly notice something about the place 
that you didn’t notice before? Did it change your perception of the 
place? Did it change your perception of yourself for failing to notice 
it previously? 

Someplace Like Montana Life sometimes feels long and                
unexpectable. There are places we could never imagine ourselves 
going. What are those places for you? Where can you not imagine 
ever calling home? Why? 

State Bird In the United States, every state has a state bird, a state 
motto, a state song, a demonym (what you call people from that 
state), an export they’re famous for. Do you know yours? Why do 
you or don’t you know yours? Did learning about them change the 
way you felt about the state where you were born/where you live 
now/where you (once) consider(ed) home? 

Downhearted Have your opening line/image be something that 
you think is clearly either incredibly sad or incredibly funny (or 
both if you’re that sort of person). Deconstruct why you think it 
brings out that emotion in you. Does it bring out that same        
emotion in other people? Has there ever been a time when you felt 
someone had The Wrong Emotional Reaction to something that 
you thought was universal? How did you handle that? 

Miracle Fish When I was in my single digit years, I went to a   
Catholic graduation ceremony where kids my age, who’d passed 
some sort of course, lined up and received eucharist for the first 
time. I thought all the kids were supposed to do this, so I lined up 
along with them, even though I wasn’t Catholic. The priest knew 
this, and even though I followed the ritual that other children were 
doing, the priest shook his head when I put out my hands. I wasn’t 
ashamed that I wasn’t allowed what was probably crappy bread and 
cranberry juice; I was ashamed that nobody warned me that the 
ritual wasn’t for me. Have you ever misunderstood a ritual? Maybe 
you didn’t know that someone like you was not supposed to engage 
it, or maybe you were invited but you did it wrong. How did it 
make you feel? Did you ever attempt the ritual again? 

 

 



The Saving Tree Describe an area you’ve been to where something 
looked out of place. It might be a giant piece of technology sticking 
out of an otherwise natural looking landscape, or a bright pink 
house amongst a street of beige. Which do you appreciate more: 
the place or the thing that doesn’t look like it belongs? 

What It Looks Like To Us And The Words We Use Buildings are 
abandoned all the time. What abandoned type of property would 
you most like to own. What would you do with it? 



John Murillo 

Up Jump The Boogie 

 

Ode To The Crossfader Forget the looks and the money, what  
culture did you get handed down from your mother or father? 

Practicing Fade Aways Think of a small group of your friends 
when you were young. Ones where you have lost touch with most 
or all of them. Where have they gone? What are they doing? 
(Facebook or Google-stalking is encouraged for this poem. It’s not 
creepy. It’s research.) 

The Corner Meeting the devil at the crossroads isn’t as popular as 
it was in the early twentieth century. Should an event bring it back 
en vogue, imagine the crowds built up at the crossroads. What are 
they wishing for? What do they talk about while they wait? 

Hustle What habit or activity have you been using all your life in 
attempts to better your circumstances? Has it occasionally worked? 
If not, why haven’t you given up on it? 

At The Metro Two line poem that encompasses the surface of 
someone’s living situation. 

Santayana, The Muralist Find a mural you particularly like.          
Imagine a conversation between the artist and the patron who  
commissioned it. Did either of them achieve the message they’d 
hoped for? 

Sherman Ave, Love Poem Imagine a situation you believe you 
could justify killing yourself in. Talk yourself out of it. 

Enter The Dragon Write about your favorite movie where you 
identify with someone who isn’t the main protagonist. 

1989 Pick your favorite year that you lived through. Look up what 
the most popular song was. Rewrite it. 

Renegades Of Funk Write an ode to a person or thing you          
encountered when you were young that you think about more than 
you imagined you would. 

Up Jump The Boogie Ghost line: Try to scrape the cool from the 
womb of you. 



The Poet Laureate Write about the poet laureate of a place you traveled 
to and didn’t like. 

Monster Boy What myths (urban or otherwise) did you believe in as a 
kid that you’ve never seen disproven? 

Variations On A Theme By Eazy-E Choose one of your favorite songs 
from when you were a teenager. Write about a time that you heard it, 
and use the themes of the song as much as possible. 

November 26, 1980 Write about a time when you had to caretake for a 
friend, relative, or stranger. Do not talk about your own heroics or hint 
at how great you are for doing it. Just focus on what put the person you 
are caretaking for in that position.  

Dream Fragment With A Shot Clock And Whistles In It Ghost line: 
Blacktop Sisyphus in sweat socks. 

How To Split A Cold One Was there a time you fought against a part of 
your inherited culture that you now celebrate? What caused you to 
change your position? 

Sin Vergüenza Ghost line: Shame is a luxury lost on the wretched. 

Trouble Man Remember a time you were leaving a place you desperately 
wanted to stay. Write about the limbo place between the environment 
you were leaving and the one you were headed towards. Allow your        
reactions to the physical parts of this limbo tell your feelings. 

Flowers For Etheridge Apologize to a ghost as thoroughly as possible. 

Miralo Someone once tried to tell you a story that broadened your 
mind. You focused on how it related to the person telling the story,   
rather than the story itself. Revisit that story or lesson as if it were told to 
you by someone you never need to care about. 

The Prisoner’s Wife Where do you first touch someone you love that 
you haven’t seen in long enough to have felt their absence? 

Stolen Starlight Lounge Sutra What act does someone want you to  
apologize for that you can’t imagine ever wanting to apologize for? 

Soon I’ll Be Loving You Again Think about your favorite artist in any 
medium. What drives them? 

Round Midnight What does your muse do while you’re busy not         
imagining things? 



For The Good Times In a world without wedding rings, what 
would mark a person as being in a relationship? 

The Juju Ghost line: Something whispered years ago in another city. 

Second Line Write a praise poem for a traditionally mournful 
event. 

Song Objectify a place instead of a person. 



Gregory Pardlo 

Digest 

 

Written By Himself Pardlo repeats “I was born” statements that all 
expose the different parts of his humanity. None of them              
contradict each other. He does not ever change the place or          
circumstances of where he was born in such a way that his               
mythology changes. For example, he talks about being born “in a 
roadside kitchen skillet” and, later, “across the river”, never saying 
whether the roadside kitchen skillet is in a kitchen across the river. 
They might be the same place. They might not. This is one of the 
parts of mythology that I enjoy, that many people avoid when           
creating myth. Mystery. Referring to events using specific images or 
plot points, but not pinning events down to a specific location, or 
describing the physical attributes of the characters in such a way 
that two readers are likely to have the same image of the character 
in their heads. Create your own mythology of self that uses           
metaphor and hyperbole to describe who you think you are/have 
been, but try to avoid anything resembling a fact, or giving physical 
characteristics. 

Marginalia Find a sectioned document (a guide, a political           
document, legal papers, etc.) that’s important to you. Maybe it          
supports something you believe in. Maybe it’s something you’ve 
fought against your whole life. Maybe it’s a self-help guide that is so 
inaccurate for you that it makes you laugh when you are depressed. 
Write a poem for each section of the document. It’s okay to change 
styles/narrators/opinions/form between sections. Lead the readers 
on a journey that will make them want to see the document for 
themselves. 

Attachment Atlantic City Pimp Taxonomize a profession or     
enthusiast that you have close knowledge of. Get very specific about 
how you see the traits of your subject. It’s important that this is a 
type of person you have expertise in, as you don’t want to resort to 
stereotypes, though you can refer to the stereotype existing and 
comment on how accurate they are. For an extra challenge,        
taxonomize through the lens of a friend, family member, or existing 
fictional/historical character that you are also very familiar with. 



Corrective Lenses : Creative Reading And (Recon)textual/ization 
Write a field guide for how you read books. What goes into your 
selection process? Do you choose books by writers, genre, friends 
recommendations, bestseller lists, cover art? Do you buy books 
blind, or do you read a bit in the store/library/online before         
committing to buying it? How far into a book must you delve          
before giving up? What would make you give up on a book? What 
traits would make you recommend a book to other people? Do you 
make across-the-board recommendations, or do you always tailor 
your suggestions to specific people? Do you take notes? Highlight? 
Dog-ear pages? Where do you read? Have you ever been in a book 
club? How did you enjoy reading assigned work in school? Does 
what type of book you read depend on your mood? 

Four Improvisations On Ursa Corregidora Research a                   
relationship that’s important to you. It can be two celebrities, it can 
be family members, it can be the relationship between a movie and 
its audience, anything you are fascinated by. Now create four blank 
sonnets (fourteen line poems with roughly the same syllable count 
per line…but don’t freak out about iambics or how many feet are in 
each line) about the relationship. They should all be from the same 
character’s perspective, and about the same incident. But they 
should tell us different things about both the speaker and the          
subject. For example, if you were to write “Four Improvisations on 
Ike Turner”, you might write about the day Tina Turner finally left 
him. Part one might be her take on the actual day she left him. Part 
two might be her looking back on the day she left him from the day 
she released her first solo work. Part three might be watching the 
day she left him as depicted in the movie What’s Love Got To Do 
With It. And maybe part four would be looking back on the day 
she finally retires. The first phrase in each sonnet, and the final 
word in each sonnet, should be the same. Also, seed each poem 
with five specific words/images that appear in all four parts.



Copyright Tell the story of a historical even from four different 
characters’ perspectives. It’s ok if all of them have similar views on 
the event. The purpose of this exercise is not to show that the event 
means different things to different people, it’s to work on              
establishing unique narrative voices. For example, if you write 
about four Patriot’s fans reactions to Super Bowl LI, they all               
probably loved it. They were all probably incredibly nervous. Maybe 
one of them is religious and talks about praying during the game. 
One is very hyperbolic and uses a lot of cliché phraseology. One 
promised herself that if the Patriots won, she would propose to her 
partner. And one came from Atlanta and had been bullied by           
Falcon fans while he lived there. It’s your universe, make all four 
narrators as specific as possible, and have them employ memorably 
different language in each of their sections. Bonus points if you can 
incude one distinct phrase in all four parts. 

Renaissance Man Write a poem heavy with description. It can be 
of a person, place, or event. Use as much assonance, dissonance, 
alliteration, and consonance as possible. 

Shades Of Green Envy And Enmity In The American Cultural 
Imaginary: Write a dry, academic description of a movie or book 
that you love. Drain all the humanity from it. Use sociological          
language. Try to invoke passion for the movie/book in your readers 
without displaying any passion in the text. Let it be clear from how 
well you know this subject, that the passion was in the watching 
and the researching. 

Copenhagen, 1991 The start of a good love story or buddy comedy 
is a specific inciting incident. Something amazing should have         
happened when they first met. Write about a first date, or first time 
hanging out with someone that is filled with specific images and 
lines of conversation that make it clear that the two characters are 
destined to be involved with each other’s life for an extended            
period (it can be forever, it can be years, it can be for two weeks of 
summer camp). Never use the word love or friend. Never discuss 
how they look at each other or other common signifiers about         
people caring. Let their dialog and the images do that for you. 

Ghosts In The Machine: Synergy And The Dialogic System What 
does the number zero mean to you?



Palling Around Write about a text, e-mail, phone call, letter, or 
conversation that you regret having. Something that forever 
changed your relationship with a person. Don’t discuss hat changes 
occurred, or what your relationship was like before. Focus on the 
actual message you regret. Whether you were worried you were 
fucking up as you made/sent it, whether it didn’t occur to you          
until just after it went out, or whether it wasn’t until much later 
that you figured out your mistake. 

Raisin Discuss a time you took someone you care about to a play, a 
movie, a poetry slam, a concert, some cultural event you love. What 
was your purpose in taking them there? Did they enjoy it? Did it 
change the way you interacted going forward? 

Philadelphia, Negro Write about a time someone you cared about 
took you to an event that was out of your experience zone.            
Something you didn’t imagine you’d be at all interested in. Did you 
become interested? Instead of focusing on your relationship with 
the person who brought you, discuss how it altered your perception 
of the thing they exposed you to. 



John Pineda 

Little Anodynes 

 

First Concert This is a pretty literal prompt. What’s the first         
concert you remember going to? Nevermind how it relates to the 
type of music you like(d). What details of the concert do you     
remember that aren’t related to the actual songs? The smells, the 
view, the community of people. What was it like? 

Prayer When was the first time you experienced public nudity that 
was not your own. Something that felt out of place, be it a streaker, 
a person getting changed on a beach. You can start with how you 
feel, but what about how they felt? Were there other people 
around? Do you remember whether they seemed to be reacting  
similar or differently than you? 

Notes For A Memoir Another literal prompt. Write down a small 
detail of memory that you think would make an interesting aside in 
your memoir. Don’t expand on it yet, just give us the kernel. 

Strawberries Have you ever held a baby? It doesn’t have to be a  
baby human. Puppies, kittens, cubs, alligator hatchlings,  
whathaveyou. What was it like? Do you have any desire to do it 
again? 

Ceiling And Ground What’s something you threw away in the 
spur of the moment that you know you can never have back? Have 
you ever needed it since? 

Collectors What was something you treasured as a child that, as an 
adult, you now don’t consider valuable? 

Silence Is there a pet or person who you once thought was           
important to you whose name you’ve since forgotten?  Tell us a  
story about them.  

The Ocean Have you ever picked up a conch (or similarly sized) 
shell  and put it against your ears? Did you hear the ocean? If not, 
what did you hear? If so, what did you imagine that meant? What 
do you wish you could hear if you were to find a conch shell right 
now? 

Sealed Letter One of my favorite Calvin & Hobbes serials is about 



him eating a shocking amount of Chocolate Frosted Sugar Bombs 
in order to get a beanie hat, which he waits impatiently for.  When 
the beanie arrives and isn’t as great as he’d hoped, he, like many 
children and all cats, ends up playing more with the box than the 
toy. What’s the most disappointing thing you’ve ever waited for?    
—or— if that’s too much of a downer, What’s the most fun you’ve 
ever had with a cardboard box? 

There Is An Edge To Each Image Have you ever had to get stitches 
to close a wound? (Whether or not it’s from snitching is             
inconsequential) Do you still have a scar from it? I’ve had a small 
divot in my forehead since I broke it open on the edge of a               
coffeetable when I was three years old. I mostly forget it’s there, but 
sometimes when I look in the mirror, I remember precise details 
about that night that I don’t think I would ever remember if not 
for the seeing the scar. What’s your scar story? Try and stick with 
physical scars. Emotional scars are a different prompt. 

Distance You’ve almost definitely seen a commercial or infomercial 
about a poverty stricken area where a supposed charity organization 
asks you to make donations to help save a child’s life. How do 
those commercials make you feel? Have they always made you feel 
that way or has your reaction evolved over time? 

Ellipses When you’re high up on a mountain, or ascending in a 
plane (or a hot air balloon if you’re freaky like that), and the world 
seems super zoomed out so that the people look like ants, or maybe 
the houses look like ants and the people have shrunk invisible? 
Write a poem that zooms out on the world that way, like you are so 
far above it (literally, not snobbishly) that it’s difficult to make out 
its consequence. 

My Place Describe your laughter or the laughter of someone you 
love.  



Jeanann Verlee 

Prey 

 

The Curse Imagine a curse that would substantially alter your life 
in a negative way.  How would you navigate yourself in a world 
where that curse was happening to you? 

He Wants To Know Why Sometimes In The Face Of                
Conflict... What do you do when you’re faced with an                    
uncomfortable moral conversation or situation? Do you ever sit 
back and evaluate why you have that response? Is there a historical 
logical reason? Do you wish your instinctive responses were            
different? 

Ode To My Mother’s Backhand It’s easy to write praise poems 
about the people we love, and poetically burn down the houses of 
those who hurt us. Unless you’ve been invited to a roast, I don’t 
recommend writing a take down of someone you love. Instead, try 
and write something positive about something who hurt you. Feel 
free to stay away from major trauma, and maybe focus on someone 
who just slightly annoys you or who has caused inadvertant chaos 
in your life. Maybe someone who cut you off in traffic, or the    
acquaintance who unknowingly said something terrible about a 
person you care about.  

Secret Written From Inside A Snake’s Mouth What is something 
you swallowed that you need to get out of you. Again, you can 
choose to go the traumatic route, but it can also be a guilty          
pleasure, or a secret that you’ve been holding on to for years for no 
discernable reason. 

The Happy House If the childhood home you lived in has been 
sold in the last twenty years, odds are good the real estate agent has 
put pictures of it online. Google Maps can show you what the         
outside and the yard look like now. Compare what you remember 
your house being like (feel free to use photos if you have them) 
with the way your house looks now. Don’t involve people in the 
poem in any way, just use the physical changes in the house to tell 
the story. 

 



A Good Life Choose a villain. It can be a villain in your life, a         
famous villain of history, or a fictional character. Stripping away all 
judgement, present us with the basic story of their life. Don’t         
remove any of the horrific acts they’ve committed, just don’t use 
adjectives or metaphor to influence how the audience feels about 
them. Let the barest bones of their story give the audience              
everything they need to hate or fear this person of their own           
volition. 

The Hunter, His Weapons Is there a type of weapon you are an 
expert in? Or, at least, have some experience with? A gun, a knife, a 
bow and arrow, your mouth, a hammer. Without using an act of 
violence, tell us about this weapon. Is there anything positive you 
can do with it? Why are you so familiar with it? 

Unkind Years Ask a simple question. Between the subject and the 
direct object, present a series of scenarios or alternate questions 
that render the question irrelevant. 

The Sociopath’s Wife Meets The Wheel Of Death Using a          
magician’s tool as a metaphor, tell a story without a magician. 

Secret Written From Inside A Coyote’s Mouth Waiting can be 
excruciating. What is the thing you felt you waited the longest for. 
Without ever telling your reader if the wait was worth it, describe 
how you waited. 

One Winter While Unemployed Definitively turn down a job  
offer. 

Rearrangement Poem For The Mansplainer Find a speech or  
internet comment or article that falls somewhere in the spectrum 
of making you uneasy to being filled with rage. Rearrange the 
words to completely alter the meaning. Don’t change the tenses or 
leave out words. Let it be jagged. As long as it presents a new          
message. Either a complete change in the narrative, or a                   
condemnation of the original meaning. 

Frat Boy Tell us a story about a time where you restrained yourself 
from committing violence or showing anger. Tell it from the         
perspective of the person whose actions you had to restrain yourself 
from responding to. 

 



Casanova Comes To Dinner When you write a poem, if you’re 
lucky, you reach a point where you create a devastating line, which 
becomes your favorite part of the piece. Or, maybe you get an   
amazing line in your head, and that’s where your poem comes 
from. For this experiment, freewrite something poetic, but feel free 
to give it more of a short story or essay feel than a poem. Make it at 
least a couple of pages long. The longer, the better. Now chop away 
every line that doesn’t devastate you. It’s ok if it feels choppy. Don’t 
bridge the lines in any way. Just be left with your favorite parts of 
the poem. 

The Summer Of Supplemental Income A person walks into the 
room. You, initially find the person attractive. But the closer you 
look, the more frightening the person appears. Take us with you on 
this journey of observation. 

Commodity Write a pantoum about how things have changed as 
you’ve aged.



Question For The Boys Who Watched From The Window Write 
out a dramatic scene on any subject. Include as much sensory 
memory as possible: sights, sounds, very specific images. Also use a 
variety of similes and metaphors to describe the events. When you 
feel satisfied with the story, go back and remove all the subject           
sentences, all of the “likes” and/or “as”es that you used for similes. 
Edit out everything that isn’t an image or sensation. 

Pack Hunt There was a slam season a few years ago where everyone 
who ended up making the team representing our venue had, at one 
point, presented a poem in which a dog died. Injured or dead pet 
stories are always devastating. So, tell us a story about a pet in 
which it was never in any peril. And, please, let the animal be alive 
at the end. 

Scene Written From Inside A Falcon’s Mouth. Tell the reader 
about a time where you acted uncharacteristically. Look deeper 
into the situation, and see if you can discover that, maybe, at the 
core of the story, your uncharacteristic act is absolutely an essential 
part of your character.  

If We Were Meat Humans aren’t often on the menu for other  
animals, apart from the occasional person antagonizing predator 
into being eaten, or hungry carnivore happens upon human in  
distress. Many science fiction books, shows, and movies have          
imagined scenarios in which humans became the favored meat of a 
deadlier predator. Now it’s your turn. What life form would eat us, 
and how? You can be as literal or metaphorical about this prompt 
as makes you comfortable.



Menace In horror movies, victims of the predator often get a          
goading one-liner in before they either escape or are killed.             
Fortunately, life is rarely like a horror movie (though more and 
more like a horror show by the year). Imagine a non-imminent-
death scenario where you had the opportunity for an epic one-liner 
but you didn’t think of it in time. Instead of giving us the lead up 
to the line, what do you imagine would have happened differently 
in your life After you gave the ultimate insult. 

The Most Dangerous Game Tell the readers about a time you were 
brazen, and it ended up working out for you. 

Reprisal Give us a complete story in a single tercet. 

Secret Written From Inside A Lion’s Mouth Ghost line: I worried 
most that the worry would be what finally/did us in. 

The Sociopath’s Wife Knows Endurance I’ve read many poems 
from the voice of the magician’s assistant. What other job              
descriptions lend themselves to the metaphor of being victim? Tell 
us a story from the perspective of someone in that career. 

Secret Written From Inside A Vulture’s Mouth  Animal facts  
often make intriguing entry points for poems. Use an animal fact 
as the basis for a metaphor in a poem or story. Apart from               
mentioning the animal in the title of the poem, make no reference 
to it in the text. 

How Women Begot The Bible Persona pieces were a common 
fixture of performance poetry in the early 2000s. People would 
choose an interesting character from history and tell a story from 
their perspective. Instead of going precisely that route, write a     
poem or story from the perspective of an interesting character from 
history’s therapist, or the best friend they told secrets to. 

Velocity What is your childhood bully up to now? How about a 
close friend that you grew distant from as you got older? Don’t 
google them or Facebook stalk them, just imagine who they grow 
into. Write that version. Then, if it satiates you, you can look up 
what they’re really like, and write a companion piece. 

Secret Written From Inside A Shark’s Mouth Another animal fact 
poem. This time find three or four fascinating facts about the same 
animal. Alternate stanzas between telling us a story and telling us 
the trivia that inspired you to think of the story. 



Phillip B. Williams 

Thief Of The Interior 

 

Bound Write a poem with your vernacular: how you, personally, 
speak. Don’t try and model your speech after a movie, or a writer 
you like, or how you imagine other people hear you, use your own 
unfettered grammar, without stylizing spelling. Allow yourself to 
interrupt yourself, make an incomplete thought if you would make 
an incomplete statement in conversation. The subject can be             
anything you care about or would talk about with friends, or it 
could be you trying to explain yourself to someone who                  
communicates differently. 

Ghost Line: Can I be only one thing at once? Embrace your own          
dichotomy, and your inherent contradictions. This is not a Who I 
Want To Be/Who I Really Am exercise. This is a Who I Am  
Sometimes Clashes With Who I Am exercise. How do you balance 
your own opposing desires or actions? Do you? 

Black Witch Moth When most people approach nature poems, 
they merely report what’s around them. Many of us have seen wind 
through grass, water streaming over rocks, a fucken flower growing 
between cracks in a fucken sidewalk. So what? Write about          
something visual in your environment (which does not have to be a 
pretty lake, or a graveyard, or some distant mountain range) and 
explain why we should give a fuck about it. You don’t have to say 
“There is a graffiti mural on this wall that I love. Here is why.” You 
can point out the mural and write about something else in your 
life, or in the news that you relate to the mural. Maybe the flower 
growing through rocks inspires other writers to consider how  
something beautiful can grow in an unexpected place, but to you, it 
evokes a feeling of despair that there aren’t any other flowers 
around to hang out with, and it seems as though it will be                  
inevitably crushed. 

Ghost Line: Let the earth take in the boy as it with the bull.



Ignus Fatuus Write a poem about the way you love, without           
mentioning a specific person you love. Specific bitterness or fond 
individual memories have no place in this poem. It’s not who you 
love, it’s how you love. If it has gone right for you, how did you 
learn to allow it to go right? If it hasn’t yet gone right for you, how 
does it always seem to go wrong. Don’t blame the other person 
(even if it’s totally their fault), find a behavior or recurring action of 
yours that plays a part in things going right or wrong for you. This 
about the way you love, not the way others are loved by you. 

Ghost Line: Imitate the varied stars that/have failed to guide us; now 
imitate everything/beneath the stars 

First Words What deliberately dangerous thing have you done in 
your life? Nothing as abstract as “loving someone imperfect” or 
“being real with the people I love”, we’re talking skydiving into 
crocodile-infested waters, putting a fork in an electrical socket. 
Something that gets the adrenaline pumping that has a reasonable 
chance of serious physical injury or death. Why did you do it? 

Ghost Line: thunder’s umbrage: using as few words as possible,     
personify the weather in a way you haven’t encountered before 

Then As Proof The Land For me, the word “spiders” actually 
means good luck to me. I don’t mean that when someone goes on a 
journey, I wish them spiders (though I may start doing that), I 
mean that when I talk about spiders, I am not talking about fear or 
entrapment, which some people associate with them, I am talking 
about how, usually, when I notice spiders in unusual places,              
something positive then happens in my life. So I might use the 
verb spiders instead of portend. What image or word means          
something particular to you that isn’t inherent in its definition? 

Ghost Line: Because when I write “tree” I mean fire/of autumn. 

Inhertance: Spinning Noose Clears Its Throat Write a poem 
where the first word is also the last word. Make sure it is a             
thematically necessary word to your poem. —or— I am leery of shape 
poems. It is very rare that they transcend their gimmick. Phillip B 
William’s example here far transcends gimmick. If you can, write a 
shape poem that will convince me that Williams isn’t the only      
genius to ever pull this off. 

Ghost Line: As far as I’m concerned, freedom/Desires no promise. Simply 
feet, strange horizons. 



Vision In Which The Final Blackbird Disappears When a person 
dies or becomes victim of major trauma, people who know that 
person often seek to validate the person’s existence by saying things 
like she was so smart, she could have been a doctor or he had such 
a great heart, he would have made a wonderful teacher without 
taking into account that the person probably didn’t want to be  
either of those things. So often, we speak about people we don’t 
know as well as we imagine. Have you ever heard someone talk 
about your desires or ability in ways that make you uncomfortable? 
Using third person, explain the difference between the person they 
have made you out to be and the person you feel you are. 

Ghost Line: his hands a chorus of heat and recoil 

Inheritance: The Force Of Aperture Using a photograph, audio, 
or video as a starting point, explain how your country of birth is 
dangerous to you. 

Ghost Line: Did aesthetes go blind when the myths looked back? 

God As Failed Figuration Portray a single image in a poem. Let 
this one moment in time signify an important belief you have. 
Keep the poem as short as possible. 

Inheritance: Anthem Take a story that’s important to you. A         
specific memory. Write two poems: one with lot of imagery,          
word-play, and metaphor; the other a straight-forward account of 
what happened to you using no hyperbole or poetic devices. 

Ghost Line: Myth does not/radiate from the target,/rather the target 
calls/myth to its core 

Sonnet With A Cut Wrist And Flies Deconstruct a poetic form. 
Make it your own. 

Ghost Line: from which all darkness was made legible 

A Spray Of Feathers, Black This poem is a sonnet, a terza-rima, 
and an anagram because Phillip B Williams doesn’t mess around 
when he writes in form. Blend (don’t Frankenstein, blend) two or 
more poetic forms into your own creation. 

Ghost Line: Look how a lilt of dust is built to serve/sits on the lips like a 
song with no verse



Prayer Everybody wants prayer to heal the sick, help feed their 
greedy desires, enact vengeance. Maaaaaan, ain’t no god got time 
for all those boring prayers. Prayer for something specifically yours. 
A series of things you don’t think anybody else has thought to ask 
for. If there is a god answering prayers, make them laugh enough to 
consider granting your creative requests. 

Ghost Line: Help me distinguish between approaching blizzard/and his 
breath against my ear 

Misericorde Bees and I have an arrangement. I don’t mess with 
them, they don’t mess with me. Any time a bee or hornet or wasp 
shows up in my writing it’s signifying danger. Unlike the spiders 
mentioned earlier, this is not an unusual association to have with 
the sharp little bastards. The title of this poem refers to “a long, 
narrow sword used in medieval times to deliver the death stroke to 
a seriously wounded knight.” Bees won’t kill me (I hope!) but the 
comparison between the bee stinger and the misericorde fascinates 
me, and I wouldn’t have made the connection if I didn’t Google 
the poem’s title. Go ahead and embrace a trope-ic image in your 
poem but pair it with a piece of trivia not widely known. 

Ghost Line: A sweet burn nets the room 

Part II: Witness The second section of Williams’s Thief Of The 
Interior is a series of connected poems about the death of Rashawn 
Brazell. A factual reporting, a poem in the voice of the duffel bag 
where Brazell’s body parts were found, a letter to Rashawn’s          
mother. Williams interacts with the story from an array of angles. It 
reminded me both of Patricia Smith’s Blood Dazzler and the         
section of her more recent collection, Incendiary Art, that deals 
with fathers who drown their daughters. 

These long form odes to the dead, intertwined with news stories to 
explain the unpoetic horror that inspired the poems, are                  
emotionally draining in the most necessary ways. 

These poems are difficult feats. No one trying to do this exercise 
should feel failure or  disappointment in not ending up with a long 
form poem like Williams’s or Smith’s. If you end up with one short 
poem or even one good line that you wouldn’t have come up with 
if you hadn’t tried to interact with the story from a multitude of 
angles, then you have succeeded.   



Focus on a news event that hits you hard. Maybe something that 
happened close to somewhere you feel home, or maybe a            
tragedy happened to someone who reminds you of yourself or 
someone you love. This can be a story you’ve already written about 
more than you planned, or one you’ve been afraid to write about. 
Write a poem in any style you choose and write until you have  
written as much as you can from that angle. Now write it again 
from a different angle. Keep going until you cannot possibly think 
of another angle to write from. 

This is not a one-day exercise, this can take weeks, months, or 
years. 

Ghost Lines: How long does it take a city to discover/Grief is a knife. 
                       You cannot love a god/that you fear. 

Thief Of The Interior Part 3 When I lay out a book, I’m making 
an early 1990s rock album. I don’t mean I’m growing my hair long, 
mumbling incoherently, and raging against the machine that pays 
me to rage, I mean I’m trying to make each poem connect directly 
with both the one that precedes it, and the one that follows. Often 
the final line or image from a poem is somehow echoed in the title, 
first line or image of the next poem. 

I don’t write them that way. I don’t finish up a poem with 
“syphilis” and then write a poem about STDs. I find a poem that I 
wrote two years ago about a relationship that ends with the word 
“broken”, and follow it up with “The Fix”. It feels like the most 
honest way for me to create a manuscript. It feels truer than            
chronology, and tighter than sectioning a book off by themes, as I 
often get exhausted when an author has twenty pages of poems 
about the death of their dog, and then fifteen about sex, followed 
by twenty pages about 9/11. I’d rather read the heartbreaking    
poem about the dog, a 9/11 poem, a sex poem, and then another 
poem that includes the dog’s death. I am way more likely to go 
back and reread a poem that is echoed ten or more pages later than 
I am to get invested in a whole section about dead dogs. I realize 
this goes against my previous prompt about how brilliant Part  2 of 
Thief Of The Interior, and the work of  Patricia Smith are, but 
those are two high caliber exceptions to a rule. For the most art, I 
hate themed collections. The Father is my least favorite Sharon 
Olds collection, even though I love her poems about family 
in Satan Says, The Gold Cell, and The Dead And The Living. 



I acknowledge that arranging a book for my reading pleasure         
instead of traditional organizing methods means I am assembling 
the manuscript For Me. Making it easier for me to contextualize 
than a reader who might want all of my dead dog poems in the 
same space. I think, if we are honest, we always write and assemble 
our books for ourselves. We’re just glad when we find that there 
others who appreciate how our brain chemistry functions. 

The third section of Williams’s Thief In The Interior is a                    
masterpiece of ‘90s albuming, with each final line /image feeding 
directly into the following poem. 

In many ways, this is how a successful suite is written. It’s not the 
only way to write a suite, but I think it makes the process simpler. 
Writing five poems on a specific theme can be challenging. So why 
not write one poem on any topic you like. When the poem is          
complete, look at the last line. Is that a good starting point or          
inciting image for another poem. It can be thematically related, or 
it can have the tethering image/line be The Only Connection   
between them. 

Write a five poem suite using the final lines and opening lines as 
connective threads. Bonus points if you can get the last line of the 
last poem to echo the first line of the first poem. 

Examples from Williams’s Thief In The Interior Part 3: 

 Who could turn their backs to them and survive connects to I 
was told I could turn my back to them 

 We offer to pay. She says “No. Tell him.” connects to No, tell 
him-- 

 to enter, turn the knob though the knob will burn connects to I 
go to turn the knob of a burning skull 

 under skin, over thought, in the tremble of my hand connects 
to Hands trembling, they wash their bodies 

 and from which the shade of “resist, don’t” can be 
found. connects to “Resist, don’t”: the difference between what one thinks  



 


